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The Apollo7Boyuz Test Project (ASTP), which flew in: Jul 1975, aroused'
eonsiderable public interest; first, because the space rivals o the late 195Q' s ,.
and 1960's were working, together in a joint endeavor, and cond, because,

fl.
their mutual efforts included developing; a space rescue sy tem. The ASTP
also included significant scientific experiments; the result of which can be
used in teaching biology, ptysics, and mathematics in sch Is and colleges.

This series of pamphlets discussing-the Apollo-Soyuz mission and experi-
nfents is a set of curriculum supplementg designed for tea hers, supervisors,
curriculum specialists, and textbook writers as well as fOr the general public.
Neither 'textbooks .nor, courses, of Study, these .pamphl ts'are intended
proVide a rich source of ideas, examples of the scientifrmethod,..pertinent
references to standard textbooks; and clear descriptions of space experiments.
In a sense,they may be regarded as a pioneering form of teaching aid. Seldom
has there been such a forthright effort to Provid4 /directly to teachers,
curriculum-relevant reports of current sc lent ifig:r search.' High . school

,,
teachers who reviewed the texts suggested that ad.Sia ced students WhO are
interested might be assigned to study one pamphlet in report on it to therest
of the Class. After ;Class discussion; students 'lnig :be assigned (without
access to the pamphlet) one or More-of the "Questions for Discusgion for,
formal or informal answers, thus stressing the application of what was
previously covered in the pamphlets. 'i

The authors of these pamphlets areI?r; Lou Williams Page, a geologist, and- '
Dr. Thornton Page, an astronomer. Both have taught science at several
universities and have published 14 books science for schools, colleges, and
the general reader, inclnding a recent one on space science. /

Technical assistance to the Pages was provided' by the Apollo-SOyuz
Program Scientist, Dr. R. Thomas Giuli, and by Richard R. 'Baldwin,
W. Wilson Lauderdale, and Susan N. Montgomery; memberi of the group at
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in HouSton which organiied the
scientist's' participation in the ASTP and published their reports of experimen-' . .

tal results. :.

Selected teachers from high schools and universities throughout the United
States reviewed the paMphlets in draft prin. They suggested changes in
wording, the addition of a glossary of terms unfamiliar to students, and
improvements in diagrams. A list of the teaChers and of the scientific knves-

: tigatoss witp reviewed the texts for'accuracyfollows this Preface. '

This st of Apollo-oyuz pamphlets was initiated and coordinated by Dr.
Frederick B. Tuttle, Director of Educational Programs a(1 was suppoqed by
the NASA Apollo-Soyuz Program' Office, by. Leland J; Casey, Aerolpace
Engineer for ASTP, and by William. D. Nixon; Educational Prograrris
Officer, ail of NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.

.,' , "
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The Value of Several Space Technologies
After 4 years of p%paration by thcT1J,S. National Aeronautics and Space ,
Administration (NASA) and the U.S.S..R.Acaslemy of Sciences, the Apollo
and Soyuz spacecraft were twitched on July 15, 1995. Two days later at 16:09
Greenwich mean time on July 17, after.Apollo maneuvered into the same orbit
as Soyuz, the_two spacecraft were docked. The astronauts and cosmonauts
then met for the first international han ake in space, and each crew enter-
tained the other crew (one at a time) at a

1
eal of typical American or Russian

food. These activities and the physics of reaction motors, orbits around the
Earth, and weighttessness (zerq-g) are discribecj more fully in Pamphlet I,
"The Spacecraft, Their Orbits, -and Doc g" (EP-133).

Thirty-four experiments were performed while Apollo and Soyuk were in,
orbit: 23 by astronauts, 6 by cosmonauts, and 5 jointly. These 'experiments in
space were selected froni 161 proposals from scientists in nine different
cpuntries. They are listed by number in Pamphlet .I and groups, of two or
more are desCribed in detail in Pamphlets II through IX (EP-134 through

... EP-141, respectively). Each experiment was directed by a Principal Inves-
tigator, assisted by several Co-Investigators, and the detailed scientific results
have been published by NASA in two reports: the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project
Preliminary Science Report (14ASA TM X-58I73) and the Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project Summary Science Report (NASA SP-412)'. The simplified accounts

- given in these pamphlets have been reviewed by the Principal Investigators or
one, of the Co-Investigatori.

To most people, space technology means the rockets, thrusters, and control
jets and the general structure f spacecraft described in Pamphlet I. Actually,
space technology also includes the Earth observations (gravity Anomalies,

,: , surface features, and atmospheric features) described in Pamphlets IV and V,
`the observations of near-Earth radiation detailed in Pamphlet VI, and some of
the biological and media techniques coverep in Pamphlet VII. Future space
technology will include various surveys of the Earth; photography and map-.
ping of the surface; monitoring of the atmosphere and its aerosols; monitoring
of cos tic rays, which are affected by the Earth's magnetic fiebt and elec
trophoresis separations in\zero-g. Several new techniques are expected to be
developed for chemistry, metallurgy, and solar power in space. There 'are at
least fivedifferent space technologies: "housekeeping,"'biological and med-
icaltichemical, metallurgical, and power. Three of these technologies are
covered in Sections 2, 3, and 4 of this pamphlet. ;,



HOttiaekeeping" Technology
During and after the launch of Apollo, or Soyuz, orsany other spacecraft,
reaction motors are used to push jnd turn the vehicle (see Pamphlet I). This is -

a basic technology lar\gely developed by the Germans for long-range military,
missiles in World War II. When the spacecraft is'in orbit and no reaction
motors are being fired, it is in tI4 cOndition of free fall or zero-g,' and
everything inside the spicecraft is weightless. This weightless condiOon
requires specialjesignnechnology, such as tether lines, handholds, and
Velcro anchors to keep tools and astronauts at the places where they, are
needed. One pafticular problem is the handling of liquids (such as water) in
tanks. In zero-g, water does not stay at the "bottom': of a partly filled tank.
For' the Apollo-Soyuz mission, several "science demonstrations" on the
handling of liquids in zero-g were planned by R. S. Snyder and five Co'
Investigators from the. NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) in Huntsville, Alabama. These demonstrations are described in
SeCtign

BiolOgical and Medical Technology
Scientists speculate that some biOlogical processes may take place ?aster in
zero-g than in one-g on Earth (although one fungus carried on Apollo-Soyuz
grew slower; see Pamphlet VII). If so: there may be a neW ,technology"to
produee vaccines and other medicines more efficiently in space. On Apollo-
Soyuz, the process of 'Separating cells by electrophoresis was shown to be
In ire,. precise imzero-g than in one-g on the ground (Pamphlet VI1). This
discovery could lead to at least one iMportant space technique that Would
accelerate the production ofurokinase for the .victims of heart disease and
other conditi,ons.

AnotheF Speculation is that the higher Intensity of cosmic rays and.high-
, energy protons at altitudes from 300 to 3000 kilometers (Painiihlets II and. VI)

might be used tofepare mutations of living cells found on Earth. This could'
lead to anew technology of !'breeding" cells that we need and of discovering

'new 'breeds of .bacteria that we must defend against when they, appear on ,
EaLth.(A siMilar technology has already been developed in grOUnd-based
laboratOries.)

"'Project. Physics," second- edition., Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975, Secs. 4.6, 4.7;
"physical Science Study Committee" (PSSC). fourth edition, D. C. Heath, 1976, Secs. 12.6;



Chemical Technology
In ,zero=', Many chemical reactions are known to take place raster becausek
Travity does not prt.cate the reactants: speculate that some per
fectly pi* substances Could be prepared in space by heating impure samples
iri a "solar furnace" outside the spaceeraft.and boiling off the contaminants.
The basis of this idea is that the sample need not be m contact, with the furnace
walls; instead, it would be "floating" in the vacuum of space where a concave
mirror could foci's sunlight on it. - -

On Apollo-Soyui, three experiments were concerned with the growth of
pure cryStals. They are described more fully in Section 4 of this pamphlet.

Experiment MA-060.:Interface Markings in Crystals, was supervised by
H. C. G4tos of the 'Massachusetts Itguitute of Technology (MIT) who was
assisted by one:Co-Investigatdr,The ex 'ment measured germanium Cgs -:
tal.growth rates.

Eittrintent MA-085, Crystal Growth Front the Vapor Phase, glowed in
three separate experiments that the vapors of germanium'coMpounds formed
more perfect crystals in zero-g than on Earth in ode -g.. The Principal Inves-
'gator Was H. YViedemeier of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI); he was
sisted by three Co-Investigators. , °

Experiment MA.-028, C4stal Growth., Was supervised by M: D. Lind of the
Rockwell International Science Center in California:. He showed that crystals
of three different compounds can be grown from solution in zero-g at room
temperature (290 to 300 K, or 15° to 254 c, ,or 60° to,80° F).

Metallurgical'Technology
Three techniqpes of importance in modern industry .rite-the containerless
casting of reactive metals, the formation of uniform alloys; and the formation -
of strong eutectics. The first technique can be done easily,in zero-g because
there is no gravity to deform a liquid melt. A drop of molten metal, for
example, will be pulled'iritO 1 perfect sphere by surface tension if it is not in ))
contact with furntice walls:. Because the metal need not touch the furnace
walls, it is not contaminated or constrained by them. In the formation of
uniform alloys a mix of two molten Materials, will not tend to Separate in
zero-4s it cools tilform alloy. A eutectic is acombination of two matelals
that hai a lower melting point than either material alone: ("Euteciiel is a
Greek word meaning "minimum melting point.") The two materials do not
mix like an, alloy; instead, one material forms a regular pattern- when it
solidifies inside the other. The most useful eutectics consist of long thin fibers.
Of one material through the other. It is possible to grow the fibers longer and
'more nearly parallel in .zerp-g,,thari in one -s.
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The metallurgical experiments on Apollo-Soyuz were based on a specially
designed electric furnace loCated in the Docking Module (DM). It could heat
samples to as high as 1423 K (11500 C), as described in Section. 3. Six
experiments On spheres, alloys, and eutectics, as well as two of the three

-experiments on crystal growth, were dope in this furnace.
Experiment MA-010, thi Multipurpose Electric ',Furnace, facility, ''cle-

veloped:a(MSFC under the supervcsion of A. Boese, was highly successful:
Experiment MA-044, MonoteetiC- and Syntectic Alloys, showed that the

uniformity of aluminum-antimdny (41-Sb) alloys produced in zero-g was
much better than the uniformity of those produced in one on Earth. The two
Principal Investigators were C. Y: Ang and L.,L. Lacy of MSFC.

Experiment MA-150, Multiple. Material Melting, was a joint experiment ,

designed by I. Ivanov of the Soviet Institute for Metallurgy/in Moscow. Hethe.
was assisted by several Russian and two American Co-Investigators. The
zero-g formation of aluminum spheres and two alloys (aluminum-tungsten
and germanium-silicon) Was 'compared with formation in one-g On Earth.

Experiment MA'-041, Sutface-Tension-IndUced Convection, measured the
small amount of material flow produced by surface tension in molten Idad and
gold. The Principal Investigator was R. E. Reed of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee.

-:- i;.;
Experiment MA-070, Zero-g Processing of Magnets, s supervised by

D. J. Latton, Jr., of Grumman Aerospace Corporation
was
in New. York. The

experiment showed the better magnetic eutectics of manganese-bismuth can'
, . be produced in ,zero -g. than in, ne-g.'

.

Experiment 1i5A-131, -Hall e Eutectic Growth, showed that long, thin
' fibers of lithium fluoride (LiF) Orm in sadium.chloride (NaCI) when the two

salts are melted together,and cooled rapidly, starting at one end. The PrinCipal
Investigator was A. S. Yue 7 the University of California at Los Angeles

br(UCLA); he was assisted two Co-Investigators.

I
E Power Tedhnology in Spade

Although the Apollo-Soyuz experiments did not relate to solar power, it
should be noted that power technology is eNpected to develop rapidly in the
1980's, The worldwide power shortage has increased the importance of solar
power. Professor Gerard O'Neill Of Princeton University has suggested that
space colonies should be built where orbiting solar-power stations could be..
manufactured more cheaply and more quickly than on Earth: Some of the
many articles on space colonies and orbiting solar-power stations are re-
viewed in a book entitled "Space Science and Astronotny''. (Macmillan Co.,
1976). The propped solar -power stations woulddbe huge collectors (40 to 50

S!"



kilometers across) in geOsynchronous orbit 36 000 kilometers above the
Equator. In this kind of orbit, the stations would always be overthe same point
on Earth and could beamj 0 or 20 thousand megawatts.of power by. inicro-

.waves.(very short radio waves) to a ground!receiying station in the southwest-
ern United States or elsewhere at :low,latitude,

The sunlight might be converted to electricity with silicon cells that NASA
developed in the 1960's for the solar.-power panels on spaCeeraft. Another
posSibility is to use the sunlight to heat a gas that would drive turboelectric
generators as in a regular electric powerplant on Earth. Either way, a new
technology must be developed to handle such high electridal power output .on
an orbiter and to convetk, it to microwaves aimed at the ground receiver.

L



The; Behavior O

The behavior of liquids anywhere depends on their boundary surfaces -- that'
is where they come in Contact with solidssor gases. At the boundary of. a liquid
and a solid, two kinds ..:Of force are in competition: cohesivelOrce pulling the
liquid 'molecules together arid adhesiv:e force pulling the liquid molecules
toward the solid. If the adhesive force is larger, the liquid will wet the solid;
smoothly: If the cdhesiiie force is larger, small amounts of liquid will form:
little droplets onAlie solid surface, like water, on greasy.,hands, On. Earth, of
course, there is a third forcegravitythat pulls the .('iquid doWnward.
Gravy pulls the Wate5doWn into the bottom of a 'Cup and keeps it from
wetting far up the sides. Oil; however, hasa large adhessive force With metal

. and will .stay spreaiall over a 'metal surface in One-g.
Detergents, like soap, change the surface of liquids such as water, so that

bubbles:on the surface of soapy water last for several minutes in one-g.
"Gravits finally pullS the water down the sides of the bubbles, and the bubbleS
get se thin that they break (because of the motions pf the water molecules).
LiqUitis in bUbbles or foam are important i several ways:. they are used in

,;_; Aghting fires, in making lightweightplaslids and foain rubber, and in speed4.
ing up some chemical reactions ;OetWeen gas; and liquids.

Wicks move liquids against gravity when there is a strong adhesive force
between the liquid and the Solidfibers'intheNvick. For instance, the wick of a
candle pulls molten wax, up about 5 mil riKelerS,.where it bUrns easily in the
candle flame. A towel acts as a wick when it lifts water Off a surface to dry it
,In zero- ; Wicks can be used instead of pumps to transport liquids from tanks
to whey er they are needed in a spacecraft.

Space gineers have learned to handle several liquifls in zero-gwater,
propellant fuel, liquid oxygen, oil, and waste.: They havedifficulty in Measur-
ing adhesive and cohesive forces on Earth because the one -g' gravity force' -
interferes.'When they try to measure the chemical reaction time in a foam in
one-g, for exaMple, the foam collapses after a, few. minutes. Therefore,
demonstrations of chemical foaming, liquid spreading on a solid surface, and
liquid motion in a wick were photographed and timed by the astronauts on
Apollo-Soyuz:

A The Chemical7Foam Demonstration.
Three chemicals were added to water in a small plastic bottle, which was then
corked and shaken vigorously to make a foam. Thymol blue, a detector that
turns pink in an acid solution (like litmus paper), had beeriadded to the water.'
The chemicals were sodium Sulfite (NAS03), Sodium hydrogen sulfite
(NaHS03),.and formaldehyde (HtH0). Three reactions took plaCe, yielding
SO;-- ions which turned the ban; pink in less than 20 seconds and. the rest of

16



lution pink in about 1 minute (Fig. 2.1)..This demonS4Ektip`nr phows that.
ro-g a compleZchemical reaction can be.speeded
tion would also be sPieded up in one-g if thc foalkwOuld last, but :it
apses in less than 20 seconds.

Figure 2.1 Cheinicar reaction speed In foam. Just after mixing, and shaking.the three
chemicali In water; the foam began turning pink (top photograph). After 80
seconds :the reaction was complete and the foam was dark red (bottom photo
graph).



-The Liquicikapreading Demonstration
Iny,eroi, a small amountof liquid wets more than the bottom oila Cup; it wets
the entire cup. This was deMonstrated on Apollo-,Soyuz by squirting a small

--A amount of bltiecd1Ored oil into the bottom of a cubical plask'cup. The oil
quickly Spread oVer the bottom and-then up the sides. The adhesive force
between oil and plistic is stronger than the coheSiveforce of the, oil: Bltie oil
collected in 'the comers of the cubical cup because the sharp corner allowed
thei cohesive force to work more neaily with the ,adhesive force there
(Fig.. 2.2). When red-colored-water was later added on top of the oil, itformed
round drops beeause.the adhesive forCe between and oil is much smaller
than they cohesiV force of Water. The siieecl of oil spreading in 'zero-g was
tneaSured" from otion. pictures taken by the_ astronauts; and thii zero -g:

, sUrfacetension elps us to understand the liquid spreading of Solder; molten
.. .

metals, and inscctididecs in One-g on Earth;

t
Liquid spreading ln,zero-g: ue-colored oil rapidly spreads up the sides of the Figure 2.2
cubical Olastic Cup.,(This plotograph was taken during a zero-g airplane flight,

on ApoUo-Soyuz.)



The Wick Demonstratibn
Wicks are very efficient iggro-g because111e fluid being "pulled up" has no
weight. Four wicks, eacIrr0 4ntimetersJong and 1 centimeter Wide, were
held in a frame so that each wick dipped into a plastic cup at one end. Three of
the wicks were made of stainless-steel wire interwoven in different Ways: The
fOurth wick was bade of nylon. Blue-colored soapy water and blue - colored _

silicone oil were sqUirted into the cups, and the motion of each, .up the.
Wicks was timed. Both the oiland the water moved. up the wicks much fastv
than expected, and the oil moved fister than the, water (Fig.. 2.3). Timing
shOwed that the stainless7steel, v1ck *th (fie Plain Dutch weave was most
'efficient in zer&g. .

irk y Eta'

Figure :2.1 Wick action In zero-g. Three of the wickp can be seen between coiumps of the
.Asupportiug frame. When colored water and oil Were:squirted into the cups..

the loWer ends of the wickl, the motion of the liquids up the :wicks was
watched and timed. (This photograph was taken during a zero,g airplane flight,
not on Apollo-§oyuz.)



D Questions tpr- Disoussion
(Foam, Wetting, Wicks),

I

1. It has been suggested that styrofoam and other hardened plastic fins'
could be strengthened by adding strong metal fibers to the foam before it
solidified:. C6mAre how such a process would work in, zEro-g and one-g.,

-What happens; to thcil when it
zero g?

gets,to the top of the Open-cube cup in

: .

3. What forces account for oil mOving'faster than water along a' wick in
zero-g?

20

to
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High-Tern
`Pi.;Ocesping
Salt in ,Ze}o -g

. .

An electric fu{nace designed and built by Westinghouse had been used to melt I

metals on 'the long Skylabrnis'sions in 1973-74. The MA -010 furnace used on
Apollo-Soyuz was basically the .same as the Skylab furnace, with iniprove:
ments to shorten the heating and cooling times. The Major requirem4at was
flexibility so that the furnace could be used for seven different eitperimentsT
five of whiCh. are described in this section.

.The: MA-010. Multipurpose Furnace
.

The materials to be heattid in the :'werewere entrosed in standardsize,
cartridges each 2;1 centimeters in diameter and 20.5 centimeters long. Three
suchcartridges could be fitted inside the yaattirrirtight furnace casq'shown on
the right side of Figure Electric current threhigh resistors was used to beat

. . ,

.0Xo'

Pgit.o.spsor'tir
Aoto IXARIMFNI,

The MA-916 multipuipole 'electric furnace. The furnace Is thirder on the
right, about 22 centimeters high and 9 centimeters. In diaineter. re are three
opening' In the top fOr insertinci the three cartridges to he'heated. The center
box contained helium and the control& for releasing 'na!l amounts into the fur-
nace for cooling. The control box on the left has dials and witches to set auto -: ,

matic heatup and cooldown rates and soak times. .



r.

the materials in each cartridge. The current was controlled by the box shown
on the left side of Figure 3.1. The temperature could be mane to rise s rapidly
as 400 K/hr (400° 'C /hr) or, it could be held constant. .CoOling was
atemnplished by turning off the electrieguntrit and injectinghelium gas'into
the furnace. This allpvved heat to escape from the hot cartridges, which had
been well insulated. in, vacuum, during the period'of high temperature. The
temperature dropped from its maximum of 1423 K (115Z)°C) to 423 IC (150°
C) in about 3 boors. (Without the helium conduction of heat, the cooldown
wouldfiave taken 20 hours.) The middle 6oit in Figure 3.1 .contained the.
helium'ond three valves feu' controlling the small amount (0.16 cubic centime
ter). released into the furnace case. The entire expeiiment was fastened to the
inside Wall of the Docking Module (DM; see Pamphlet I).

Q To get rapid heating with minimum heat loss, Westinghouse used nickel
wires around graphite in contacivith the "hot end" of 166 cartridges to be
heated. The nickel heating wires were covered with alumina (A1,63)cement.

esP4tery possible heat loss from each insulated cartridge was redtteed so that cf,.,

only 10 watts of the 265-watt heater power were lost through heat conduction.,
This heat-loss reduction was possible because the heated cartridges were .

;-<". isolated in a vacuum in the fitrnace case.. Before the heater was started, the
.healed furnace case was evacuated through a tube to the vacuum of space
outside The DM. ,

A schematic diagram of the MA-010 furnace control box isshown in Figure
3'.2. The diagram Shnws that the astronaut or cosnicrnaut could select the
temperature' requested by the Principal Investigator for each furnace experiL
ment. The temperature was then automatically controlled by two ther-
mocouples (electric ihermometers), one at the "hot end" of the experiment
Cartridge (bottom of the ,case in Fig. 3,1) and one at the cool end. (Both
temperatures were recorded as a function of time.) The "soak period" of 1 to
6 hours was the time during which the furnace remained at maximum tempera

to homogenize the material. The cooldown rate; Which controlled the
timing and the amount of helium:Cooling, was also set. !FrOm
temperatureLversus-time curves for the two ends 9f each experiment car
tridge; the Principal. InVestigator knew exactly how his,alloy, eutectic, or
crystal had been heated, soaked% and cc:it'd..



Diagram of the MA-010 furnace control system. The "TeMperature select" at,
thrrleit is a dial on the control box shown in Figure 3.1 th*Is set by the astro-
naut. "Soak period selection" on the right is a similar dial. The indiCator lights
("Indication funttion," lower left) 'haired whether the furnace was heating up,
seeking; or cooling. The heater (tar right) was automatically turned off for
cooking or if a breakdown occurred. .

Figure 3.2



II

B ad-Zinc and AruminumAntinTriny Alloys
Produced in the MA-044 Elpieriment
The MA-044 cartridge for the electric furnace iS'shown in Figure 3.3. Each of
three cartridges contained two small '.'ampOules" ,inside a .stainlesS:steel
cylinder with a ``'Fiberfrax" insulation lining in the Middle anclaeatleveling
graphite at the ends. By using tlesigo, the PrincipainvestigatOrs got one
sample, in Ampoule A, heated to 1423 K (1450° C) and the ogler; in Ampoule
B, heated to,1123 K (850° C).:Afler a 3zhOur 20-minute heatupperiod, both
'samples were soaked for 1 hour, then Cooled dOWn for 6:5 hours. The copper
surrounding Ampoule. B kept all of that ampoule at the same temperature,.
ven though there was a differenee in temperature between the hot end and the
cool end of the furnace.

The mixture' of lead .(Pb) and, zinc (Zn) was chosen because .these two
metals have Verlifferenfdensity (11.35 gm/crti3 for Pb and 7-.14 gm/cm3 for
Zn) 'and cannot-, Mixed well in one-g. The small ingot in Ampoule B was
made in the labOratory by putting 0.33 cubic centimeter (3.9 ,grams). of pUre
Pb on top of 0.66 eubic centimeter (4.7 grams) of pine Zti and heating it in (a.
furnace to .1123 K ;(above the melting-points of Pb and Zn) for 10 minutes.'
Gravity (one-g) pulled the denser Pb down into the Zn but did not mix them.

. . well It was expected that the,houf king soak at 1123 K in zero/ would
them much better..

BefoM the Apollb-Soyuz flight three similar cartridges had been prepared
and heated in a furnace identical to the one on Apollo-Soyilz. Theie labora-
tory tests showed exactly what the temperatures In Ampoules A and &were
for each set of-recorded temperatures at the ends of the MA-044. cartridge.
Temperature-time plots are shown in Figure 3.4.

As shown in Figure 3.5.,*th molten Pb did not mix with the Molten Zn in
zero-g. Both in zeto-g andinone-g, the interfaCe between Pb and Zn remained
sharp. CarefUl Chemical testsland electrical measurements showed very tittle
diffusion of thFilead into the inc. The diffusion had been expected to be Much
larger. These results show errors in one-g iaboratory work on diffusion in
molten metals. The Pririci al Investigators consider that there is a need for
further experiments in zer -g, Where diffusion can be theasured'accurately.
, The aluMinuM (Al) a d antimony (Sb) mix formS an actual compound,
aluminuntantimonide ( Sb), which has technological importance because it
is a very good material f r solar cells that convert sunlight into electric power.
In fact, the compound. 1Sb should be 30 to 50 percent More efficient than the
silicon that his been sed in solar cells on many NASA spacecraft and on
Soyuz (but not on 116; see Pamphlet I). The difficulty is in mixing Al
(density 2.7 gm/cm perfectly with. Sb .(density 6.62 gm/cm3) in one -g.
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1473
(1200).

c .

1273

Pb Zn
1.6 hr

He injection

(400)

(200).

. Cool end

273
1 101 0 100

Time min

400 ,500

Figure 3.4 Temperature versus time in the MA-044 cartridges. The top curve.is fOr #m-
poule A (at the hot end in Fig. 3.3); the lower curve is fol. Ampoule B; onithe
bottom curve is for the cool end of the 'cartridge. The horizontal arrowitshow
the malting pixInts of the four metals, the AlSb compound, and the Pb-Zn alloy.

. .

If they are not peifectly miiced, the alloy can has.,e three different siructUres;
( 1) pure AlSb with an electrical resistiVity of about 30 fl-cin (30 ohms resis-
tance for 1-s.quare centimeter crois section per pentimeter of length), (2)a mix
of Ai with AlSb with resistivity of about 107;5cl-cm, Or (3) a mix of SO with
AlSb with a resistivity bf.about I 0-5 fl-cm. Pockets of the lag two structures
:Would "short out" ,the- desired solar-cell characteristic. .

; Ampoule .A Contained 1.5 cubic centitneters of Al.and Sb Mixed in propor-
tionS to give exactly 50 urcerit Al atoms and 50 percent Sb atpms (1.26:grami
of Al and 0'4 grams of,Sb). This' amiioule followed thehighertemperature-
time curve on Figure:3.4, ioaking: for 1.5 hours at 1423 K.Tigure 3.6.shows,



microscopic views of the resulting alloy: the hop photo t̀raph the- flight
sample *cooled in zero-g and the lower photograph is a sample cooled inf.me-g,
The red color 'shows the desired struptum 1,- pure AISb, and the blue color
shows pockets of structures 2 and 3. Many other photographs like Figure 3,6
were taken; and the area of blue (structures 2 and 3) was measured on each. In
the flight samples, the: pockets averaged 2 percent of the area, whereas the
AISb cooled in one'g averaged 10 percent. (In Figure 3.6, these areas are 1
percent and 25 percent.) Accurate chemical and x-ray analyses confirmed
these measured as, indicating a fivefold increase in the Compound AISb
cooled in zero-.0ovet. that cooled in ones. Measurements of the electrical
resistivity averaged 12 n-cm in the flight samples and 0.01 11-cm the one-g

The PrinciPal Inveitigators conclude that heatingind cooling Al-Sb mik-'
Mres in zero-g can produce much more uniform AISb compounds than in

. one-g and that this procedure may lead to commercial production of the AISb
compound in space.



Figure 3.8 MICrostrubture of AlSb formed in zero -g and onis4g. Theis enlarged photo-
yraphs of polished cross sections oethe A$Sb ingots cooled in zero-g (top) and
one-g (bottom) have been colored red for pure AlSb and blue for mixed stitic-1`, rR

tures. The, defective (blue) Ores* total 1 percent of the area shown In the top -t
photograph and 25 percent of the area shown in the bottom photograph.



Melting pf Aluminum, Tungsten Germanium,
and Silicon In Zero-g

\Joint .Experiment M,V150 was designed by he:Russian Principal Inyes-
tigator, I. Ivanov, and the American MA-010.furnace in the RM. There
?ere' three identical cartridges, each containing three ampoules', and all three
cartridges were' returned to the U.S.SAC on Soyui. One ampoule Contained
aluminum powder that was melted (at 973, K, or 7000 C) in an attempt, to
produce perfect spheres when the melt was cooled. Spheres were produced,

. but aluminum oxide influenced their formation and they were ndt perfect; they ,

were about the sante as spherei produced in one-g. '
The teMperature-time plot selected by the Russian's for the hot ends of the

three cartridges is shown in Figure 3.7.' The ampoule that received.the full '.
14237K temperattire for an hour-lOhg soak contained tungsten spheres and
aluminum. In one-g, the unmelted tungsten spheres would sink to the bottoM.

' In zero-g, they remained in place, and the Russian scientists measured the rate
of formation of tungsten-aluminum alloys during the 1-hotir soak:

1473.

(1200)

\,1273
(1000)

1073
(BOO):

Temperature,

K ('C) 873
(c00)

673
(400)

473
(200)

r:A27

Y (0)
Cartridges Cartridges
transferred loaded in
to Apollo. furnace

T .319 K
(46' C)

Furnace Cartridges Cartridges.,
switch-off. removed ' transferred!'

froMIUmace to Soyu''
0 6 10 .

I L .':''i I 22-"- .
Time, hr ,:.

Temperature versus timeln the Soviet materials melting experiment. The am.-..... r. Figure 3.7
poules at the hot end produced an aluminuM-tungsten Illoy.:Othei anigioulee
reached lower soak temPeratures and produced. germanium crystals and
alieninum spheres. '

I-



'The middle .ampoule reached somewhat lower temperature. It contained *.,
germanium "dOped- with 2 Percent of silicon atomsa semiconduCtor Used-
in electronic circuits. The melt .solidified directionally, frorn the cool end
toward the h6f end of the cartridge. The RuSsians consider these germanium
silicon trystals to be better than thOse made in one-g.

Diffusion of Gold. Into Molten Lead
The diffusion of one liquid metal into another is important for.metallurgical

'':engineers who make alloys. In one-g, measurements of how fist one liquid
rgetal spreads through 'another' are complicated by,convection currents. The
hottetsparts: have lower density, so' ey rise, The coolibartS of the liquids'
have higher density and so they fall. In zero-g, this type of ConvectiOn does
not oceur;-.but other forces (Sec. 2A) may cause currents liquid metals. r'
Cohesive forCes of different materials produce surface, tensiOn, whiCh can
Cause motiorof.the-liquids at an interface between two liquids. Adhesive
forces produCe*tting, which,can cause motion of a liquid along its interface
with a solid. Theahjective of the MA-041 Experiment was to measure hoth
these motions in the absence of gravity-produced convection.

The MA-041 scientists at the Oak. Ridge National LabOratory had(an,
effeetive.method for measuring. the amount of gold (Au) that had movedinto
the, liquid lead (Pb) before. it cooled and solidified, The small ingots returned
from Apollo-Soyuz were placed in the' nuclear reactor at Oak Ridge, where
they were bombarded by slow neutrOns: Slow neutrons cause a nuclear
reaction whereby '91Au atoms (ordinary; gold) become radioactive 198Au
atoms, which in turn, emit beta rays of 1:06iniegaelectronvolt energy, The
half-life of 198Au is 64.8 hours, sufficiently long to allow measurements of
Au atoms that had moved various distances into the Pb. The small ingots were
cut in half, polished, and irradiated with neutrons. The flat faces Were then
placed on Photographic plates with a Special emulsion that is sensitive to the
6.96-rn,egaelectronvOlt electronS emitted by the 198Au atoms: When the plate;
was developed, its density (blackness) showed just how many 198Au,stoms

- were at each place in a thin layer of the specimen. Because the range (distance
traveled) of the 0.96-megaeleclronVolt electron in Pb is approximately 0.4
millimeter, only the Au concentration in this 0.4-millimeter-layeithieknesS
detected.

Two small inghtsof lead 3 centimeters long with a'3'-millimeter plate of
Pb-Au alloy at the end were carried in each of three MA-041 cartridges for the
MA-010 furnace. One ingot was placed at,the hot end andsoaked at 923 K
(650° C) for I hour:The' second was plaCed halfway down the cartridge,
where the temperature; eached 723 K (450° .C); 'for the 1-houf soak. (Lead



meb at No K, or 327° C:) In the fuSt. cartridge, the lead ingots were
surrounded by steel that was wetted by molten Pb, in the other two cartridges,
the lead was surrounded by graphite:that was not _wetted by Token' Pb; A
similar set of three cartridges was heated in the same way .at Oak Ridge in
one:g.

MeasureMent of the zerozg specimens showed that the AU atoms had
moved more than I centimeter in the lower temperature zone (723 K) and
more than 2 centimeters in the higher temperature zone (923 K).. The
atoms moved the entire.length of the Pb in the one-g specimens: In the zero-g
'ampoule's,' the motion was mainly down the center; there was leSs motion next,
to.,the walls. The motion of the Au atoms into the Pb was caused by diffusion
and by (currents. due to surface tension. Further experiments are needed to
separate these two types of motion., The Au movement, in the.one-g specimens
was mostly due to convection.

In zero-s, the effect .of wetting the steelampoule was less than expected;
that is the motion of the Au into the Pb was very similar to that iu the
nonwetting graphite ampoules. In one-g, there was a small wetting effect; but
it was much less than predicted, The many measurements in zerum_seem to
indicate that liquid metal" slipped" along both the graphite and the steel walls
and did not wet the steel walls. \

. 'Magnetic ',Alloys, Formed in Zero-g
ysicists have found that magnets are made up of many small magnetic.
Omakis," each with a north and south magnetic pole. In, an ordinary bar of

iron, these magnetic dorinains are pointing every which way (and tend:to
&Meet each other's magnetic fields); however, if the bar is put into'a strong
Magnetic field (close to another magnet or in a coil of wire ca'rt'ing direct-.
current electricity), the,domainsare aligned and,the iron bar is Magnetlied.

.-

For a permanent magnet, the domains must remain aligned, held there by
forces in the material. In a pure iron bar, such forces are very small, and the

- domains.lose their alignment as soon as the outside magnetic field is removed.
However; some alloys have been shown to have much largeinternal forces to
Mild magnetic alignment. The force holding the domains in linels measured
by the magnetic-field strength necessary to turn.them:around. 'his is called
; coercive force." It is 'low for iron, which indicates 'how .easily thefi

netic alignment can .be changed in iron. Coercive force is very high in
ai

e magnetic alloys.
One objective of Experiment MA-070, Zero-g Processing of Magnets, was

.1v make magnets of very high coercive force by forming long, thin fibers of
ckpagnetic material aligned in a 'matrix" of some other material, such as

.,
,

r:,
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bisthuth, which surrounds the fibers. The idea was that the fibers Would be as
thin as the magnetic domains they contain. When the domains are aligned

ong ;the fibers; the :matrix :would tend, to hold them that way.
Thin fibers are formed along the temperature gradient (direction froM Cool

to hot) when certain molten alloyS are cooled progressively froth one end tope.
other. Figure 3.8 shows hav thiS was done in the MA-010 furnace; The three
MA -070 cartridges each,contained three ampoules. A. mpoule 1 at the hot end
was surrounded by a graphite "heat leveler." The ampoule was heated
uniformly (no temperature gradient) and contained a mix of 50-percent
bismuth (BI) atoms and 50-percent Manganese (Mn) atoms. Ampoules 2and 3
were in-a strong temperature gradient of 30 K/cm (30° C/cm) down to the
lower ten1perature at the cool end of the Cartridge. Ampoule 2 was, filled with a
mix of copper and copper-cobalt-cerium (Cu-(CuCo),Ce), and Ampoule 3
was filled with a mix of hismuth manganese-bismuth' ()3i-MnBi).

The temperature at the hot end of the MA-070 cartridge:(Ampotile 1) was
raised to 1348 K (1075° C) and kept there for 45 minutes. The furnaCe was
then allowed to cool sloWly to 673 K (400° C) over 10.5 hours to solidify the
.mix, and then cooled quickly by inserting helium gas. The temperatures in
Ampoules 2 and 3 were lower but followed the same pattern, The high of 1323
K (1050° C) in Ampoule 2 and 1123 K (850° Cj. in Ampolile 3 melted their
contents. The coolingwas from right to left in order to produce fiberg along
the axis in Ampoules 2 and 3.

4 ,

Gradient section. Heat. extractor

Amiioule 2 NON
111.11=IIMMIMIM11

: Thernial insert
(graphite)

Stainiesssteel Insulation Thermal,inser
support tube (graphite) .

X Thermocouples

Figure 3:8 Diagram of MA-07Q cartridge for magnetic alloys. The heat leveler at the left is:-
. at the hot (bottom) end of the MA-0I0 furnace, and the heat extractor.at"

, right isat the cool (top) end. The three ampoules contained different mixes for
heating and cooling, Ampoules 2 and' 3 In strong temperature gradients;The
directional 'cooling was Intended. to form eutectic fibers in Ampoules 2 and 3.:



The. melt in Ampoule 1 coOled zero-g td.produce large, uniform
Mndrystals. (lh one-g, most'of the M 'rises (floats) to the top, and, the dew

crystals produced are sMall.) The array bf separate MnBi crystals showed that
there was a temperature gradient duringthe cooling from the edge to the center
of the eYlindrical ampoule. As a result, thelnagnetic properties of the MnBi
are complex, showing both low and high coercive. forces.

In AMpoule 2, the Cu--(CuCo),Ce mix reacted with the ampoule: walls
(made of boron nitride) and solidified m lofigcrystais extending inward from
the wall& The coercive fOrce was not increased in the zeta -g samples.

Near thecOol end of AMpoule 3, the MnBi fibers were not well aligned, but
as the cooling front proceeded toward the hot end, the fiber alignment steadily
imprbved, as shown in:Figure 3.9. The coercive strength. of these samples was
87.6 x '104 amperes/meter (1,.1 x 104 gersteds)--more than twice as high as
measured in MnBi-Bi eutectic formed one -g. This is an important result and
-pay lead to anew technology of manufaCturing magnets.

Fibers in Magnetic 'eutectic from Experiment MA-07M No fibers were fOrMed Figure 3.9
in the large "chunUrc.". The thin white lines at the top-are MnB1 fibers in bismuth; s:

which Shows as mottlat gray M this photograph of a polished cross Section.



Tranariarent*ibers From a .Eutedic
Transparent fibers have an important use as 'light pipes'''in the new technol-
ogy of fiber optics. An experithent on Sley lab produced long fibers of sodium
fluoride (NaF) in sodium. chloride (NaC1, common saltiwhen a mix of these
two substances Was melted at about 1143 K (870° CI and then cooled
progressively from one end of the cartridge to the other. Exiieriment MA-131
tried to produce a similar eutectic: made of lithium fluoride (LiF) in NaCi on
Atoollo-Soyuz.

The MA-131 scientists constructed nine cartridgs with the dimensions
shown in Figure 3.10. The.sample was 29-percent LiF and.71 ",percent NaC1,
melted and solidified in a laboratory, then carefully cut to fit inside a graphite
cyljnder, which was encased in a stainleSs-steel cylinder 111 millimeter's long
and 9.6 millimeters in diameter. There was a 43-millimeter empty section
(filled only with inert gas) at the hot end to allow for thermal: expansion during
heating. The hot end was heated to 1-2933 (1020°C) in the MA-010 furnce.
At that point, there was a temperature gradient of 50 K /cm (50° C/cm) dpi
the cartridge toward the cool end, and the last 12' milliineters of salt miX at the
cool end was unmelted because the temperature there: was' less than 1073 K
(800° C), the melting point of NaCI. As the mix cooled (at 0/6 kinfin, or;0.6°
Chnin), fibers. of LiF gre* out into the molten mix because LiF "freezeS" at
1143 K. These fibers grew ste,adity at a rate of about 2 µm/sec during the next
20 hours.. Back on. Earth after the mission, the solidified NaCI-LiF eutectic
was analyzed for fiber length, diameter, spacidg,-arid optical properties.

Not
end

Outside demetei

43 mm

(Empty)

f
StainleSs st;

Graphite liner
8.9 mm outside diameter
7.9 mm inside diameter

, .
LIFNaCI
sample

111 mm

Graphite disk

1. Reiistcinae weld .

Diagram of MA-131 cartridge for NaCt-LiF eutectic. There was a strong tem-
perature gradient of 50 K/cm from thehot end' at the leftto the cool end at the
right.fibers of LiF grew from the cool end toward the hot end.

26.
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, Threeof the Mk.131 ridges were .flown on Apollo -Soyuz to be melted'
and refrozen in zero-g, e other cartridges went through the same tempera:-
tures at. Westinghouse Laboratories in one-g, and three were kept:by the
MA.4 31.:scientistsat UCLA. The main results were a comparison between the
first two setsthe fibers grown in,zero.g and those grown in one:g. Figure
3.11 shoWkihe zero-g fibers at the pike 'where the salt mix was unmeltekl: ,r.

(left). There was a slight bulge in this tunnelled surface, and the fibers grew
perpendicular to the surface, bowing outward rather than growing straight
down the cartridge as intended. Figure -3.12 shows the LiF fibers farther

ap down, where the temperature gradient was more unifOim and the fibers are
more nearly Parallel. The zerog fiberS in Figure3.12 (top) ate long (more
than 1 millimeter), whereas the otte-g Rao (bottom) are short (0.05
ter and less). Figure. 3.13 shows the remarkably regular spacing and
4-Micrometer diameter of the LiF fibers.

The NtiCl:LiF eutectic will be useful for optical work with light. ,

The LiF fibers transmit infrared light of wavelengths from 3 to 12 microme-
ters. The long fibers grown in zero-g are aboutiwice as efficient: fOr infrared

LIF fibers-At the unmelteci salt bouridary in Experiment MA-131. The 'unmelted

salt is, on the left side.
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'Cdoss sections of fibers in NaC14.IF eutectic. The fibeis are regularly spaced
both in the'one7g (top) and zero-4 (bottom) samples..The1900-times enlarge
ment (if the wolf sample shows the remarkable unifOrmity of :tibersizes.



,fiber optics as the shorter. one-g fibers. When infrared light.goesthroughthe
eittecticcrosswise (perpendicular to the fibers); it is scattered and pOldrized by

.the fibers; that is, infrared waves oscillating in tk direction of the fibers get
through more easily than.the.waves Oscillating'aross the fibers..The NaCI-
LiF eutectic plate, cut so that the fibers are parallel to the faces, can be used
as infrared polarizer (like Polaroid is used for visible light).

G Questions for Discussion
(Heat Transport, Temperature, Alloys, Eutectics) n

4,1f the MA-010 furnaCe uses '205 watts and takes` 3 hours to, reach

maximum temperature, whatphoUtit of energy is addedlo the contents of the
furnace? Where 'did the heat go during the cooling of the furnace?

5. If the cartridge used in one experiment were twice as massive asthe
cartridge used in another expekiment, how would the heatup times differ? The
cooldown times?

6. Which furnace required,a temperature gradient in their
samples? Which required uniform temperature

7,: How cane the cartridge. design %give a hfgher Or a loWer temperature

,

How much power, was required for the electric furnace during the soak
veriods at constanuemperature?

a .

9. How does a Vacuum in the MA-010 furnace case redhce,,liegfloss?

'.10. What should cause diffusion of one liquid metal intdhrtoihe:r;0**,:".
they are in contact at hig ;;teyn,perature in the MA-010 furnace?

11. In a,50/50 mix 011ie atoms of two elements,'what ratika
be used? ,

.

U.! The physical properties of ail isotropic substance dpThat.,
means Were ,toniotropic (artisotropie)Ubstanceifot*d.

in the. furnace? : , ;

13.,:f1oW would it be possible'to get more' detailed data .oh the hrtOtiOris of
sold .through liquid.,leadmore like a lhotion picture 02an.thv beta-:ky
pictures MA-041? (Remember that radioactive ,1,8Au- has 'a

. half-life of 64.8-tioUtscand that furnace heatup and cooldoWrntimes,are atleak
3 hours.) ,



JA. Long, continuous LiF fibers were important 41 Experiment MA-131.
Were long fibers of MOH needed in Experiment MA-076 for perament
magnets?



Crystals are solids in which, most of the atoms are arranged in a regular pattern
like a stack .of bricks. As a crystal, grows, interatomic fores ieay add

,
edll

another layer of "bricks" precisely ilaced on the ones.already there: crystidS
can be grown by combining substaneek in tisolution,,ily
by condensing a vapor on a solid, .Foiin Stance;'YOU can"Seestilterystit1Sfarly:.
in salt water as it dries or ice crystals form in freezing water.::11irtilY. *feet:
crystals probably do not exist..The solution, or inel:or..iitapor is usually
.stirred, or js not unifbrm; or is moving irregularly so that a growing' crystal;
becomes unev,efrand a jumble of small crystals results. Even when one crystal
grows to a fairiYIarge size, it generally deYelops imperfections in its layers
when some other kind of atom is depositedlike an oversize brick in a stack
of bricks. Then. the regular layers of bricks get, out of with the layers
beneath; and there .a,tstructural defect" in the crystal.

Crystals have beCOmelinportant in modern technology.. For instance, the
hardness of. dianyt)nilS. :(Carbon crystals) makes 'them' Yalbable for use in drill

. bits, and gerinanit!riqrYste4 eire detectinglamtpa rays (see Pamphlet
.11). Many,otliercrystals are used m .electiOnie,scrystal oscillators:',
state rectifiers, and other semiconclactbrs: SeientiSts and engineers have made
great progress ingrowing large Crystals ander Carefully controlled conditions,
but convection currents in one-g often prodtice 'changes in the regularity; 8f.
growth. These changes result in compositional.anitStnftuvl defects. For this-
reason, cryStal-grOWth experiments were made on: Skylab in 1973,

and the results were ,so promising that ihkee.eiperinients were scheduled on
!Apo119:Spyuz, two of them in .the

Growth of Large Gsrmaiiiiii*, tals:
Experiment MA'060 followed a Skylah';e4eriment that produce crYstals of
indium antimonide (hiSb) that were more nearly.perfecithin an produced on.
Earth: Ttiescieptisis at Mltwanted tb detennine whither,other motions due to

:.,;iiirfaceteraiort'briietting would disorganize germaniuni (Ge) crystal growth
in zero-eoxiitly how,' fast such crystal grow, and whit happens When the

L.. germanium is "doped" with the 1 percent of gallium (Ga) needed for
electronics'use. They had deYeloped a:method Of "interface demarcation" to
Check groWthrOtp. A layertitattitns* the, crystal surface was `!marked" every
4 seconds- biSending a eletiiicity (34 amperes for 90 'milliSecOnds)

from the growing crystal (4) into the Molten- (). Sti604f.tip. crystal were
later etched with strong aci0 (nitric acid, HNO3, and hydrbfltibticid, HF),

. whidb ihowed a fine line Wliire the crystal interface was at ithe,Liitne of.each
electric pulse, (See.Fig. 4.2)



u'.

The .MA-060 cartridge,containing a 10-ceritimeter cylinder of Ge. doped
with Ga ,in' a quartNebe is shisiOn in Figure 4.1. At each end of the Ge were
tightly fitting graphite.capi attached to electrical leads for the pulseS.ot
electricity. On APollo-Spyuzjilie hot ends of three -of these cartridges were..

:7; .heated in the'MA-010 furnace to 1393 K (1120° C) so that the Ge was melted
Wwrito' about 3.5 centimeters from the cool ends. The cartridges were kept
thi s way ("soaked") for 2 hours.: ;Menthe temperaturewas lowerefl at the rate.
of 2:4 K/min (2.4° amin) fdr more than an hotir to grow'the Ge eryStals:at

Yabent 5 p.m/see. The furnace current was then switched Off; which' lowed a
somewhat faster cooling rate for another hour. Then helium was rted for
fast cooldown.

After the mission, the, cartridge was opened at MIT. The ie crystal slippedipped
easily out qf the quartz tube, Which .shows that Ge does not wet quartz in
zero-g. For some reason, thig is a change from one-g, whew liquid Ge does
wet quartz and adlieres to it 40' solidifies. In one Cartridge, where the Ge was
packed with one flat crystal surface across the quartz tube at the cool end,
there was a single almost Perfect crystal, 6.5 centimeters long, tornied from
the melt. (In ground-based:experiments,. the longest Single crystal obtained
was 3 centimeters. Beyond that length, the crystal grew in ``grains," with its
main axis in a different direction in each grain.)

The crystals Were.ut lengthWise into 1-millimeter sl . One face of each
slice was polished 'flat and then:etchedwith acid. Figure-4,2 shdws the-cook

. end of the firk cartridge with uninelted Ge at the top, a wow region where
the melting was partial, and the smooth crystal at the bOttorn. The.kne lines
are demarcations of the crystal .Surface, prodliced by the currereolses at
4-second intervals..Measureoneht of the Spacesbetwee2,these,fines gives the
.crystal growthle 4-second intervals. The growth *as' sisal! at first but
increased rapidly. As Figure4.3.shows, the growth rate leveled off at about 9-

,
orAv.,,,p-misec

4rthough there *Still some uncertainties aboiit the effects of Ga
ant and its spre:adgitoughout the Ge crystal, the. MA-060 results show that
!aria, nearlytperfeet:Crystals can be grown from a melt in zero-g, and the
growth rate of gieriOhiurn, in directional-sOlidificatioh was measured...



Meehan of MA;OISO eartridps for germanium crystal gr oWth.'The germanium
was inside a quartz .tubs with graphite "cups" at the ends for electrical con,.
eicia. One: latinum wire for the electric puiseiruns; below. thwquariz'tube to
the hot end and bielde the tube to the graphitii:u0.:

, .

. ,



Figure 4.2 Interface demarcation Ones. in germanium. crystal grown in zero-9. A length-
wise once of the crystal,. pouched and etched withacid, 'gait's a line marking
the crystal surface at the time ofanelectric current pulse. The lines Me 'close .

near the unmelted germanium at the top, showing that crystal growth stated
slowly..



1:2 . 1.6

Dist6nce grown, cm

Rate of germanium crystal growth in zero -g. The growth In 4-second intervals Figure 4.3
was .measured from Figtire converted to growth rate in micrometers per
second, and plotted against the distance grown (ddwnward from the top Of .Fig.

.

Growtkpf Crystals From Vapor
Small crystals were formed at the cool end of a quarti tube from a solid
(tunelled) sourcat the hot end by using chemical :vapOrs as "transport
agents,P This technique had been tried on Skylab in 1973 using germanium
ielenide (GeSe) and germaniiim. telluride ((Jae) as the source materials and
germanium-iodide -gas (Gel4) as the transport agent. The solids (s) were not

vaporized by high ternperature. Instead, they reacted with the gaseous (g)
transport agent at 873. K (600° C) to give two other gases, Which diffused'
down the tube to release GeSe or GeTe as crystals at 773 K (500° C). The
chemical equations are .2

2GeSe (s) + 2Ge14 (g) at 873 K 4Ge.12 *,

2GeSe crystals + 2Ge1 "(g) at 773 K

2GeTe (s) + 2Ge% (g) at 873 k 4Ge1., Tez
2Gefe Crystals 20e14 (g) at 773 K



The amountof material Carried .by the transport agent Was mepsured by
weighing the small crystals at the cool end of the tube when it was returned
to the RPI laboratory; The amount was found to be unexpectedly. large.
Because pure crystals of complex germanium compounds are needed for
electronics, this vapor growth is an important technology. The, crystals
produced in zero-g are larger and more nearly perfect than those produced by
the same procpss in oriel. s'A .

-Apollo-Soyuz Experiment MA-085 confirMed the Skylab results under
someirEat different condition's. Three stainleSssteel cartridgei for they
MA- 10 electric furnaCe contained sealed quartz tubes 15 centimeters long.
At the hot end, each quartz tube had two thin silica rods that held the source
Material. After a 2-hour heatup period, theohot end ,was at 877 K (604° C)
and the C001 end at 780 K (507° C). These temperatures were held constant

-\ for:I 6 hOurs. Then the furnace was .turned off and:helium was inserted to
cool the)::cartridges rapidly..

The source materials used in Experiment MA-085 were 'GeSe and
gerrnaniimisulficle (GeS), and the transport agents were Gel, and germanium
chloride as (GeC14). The cartridges, labeled A, B,. and C, were loaded before
the mission as follows:

The pressures in the firsttwo cartridge (A an1413) were somewhat less than-
atmospheric presure.2 The thild cartridge (C) was at almost three times
atmospheric pressureio.orderto test the effect of gaS densily'on the diffusion
of the chemical :"vapors. In B and. C, the ctiemical reactions were

---> 2GeS,cry,StitS 2GeCI4 (g) at 780 K ,
e

The .GeCIZ and. S2 are gases at 773 K (500° C) and abolie.

2One atmosphere or 760 tort- is equal to .101.
.
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Whep the three cartridges, were returned to RPI after the ,Apollo-Soyuz
mission,. the MA-085 scientists found the quartz tube still sealed and the
remaining. source material still fitritly attached. The small crystals that had
formed at the cool ehd were loose, as shown in Figure 4.4. They were

J q'
LerW'N!' .::::.2..44274,22122.,,2492,02012 42kra.,

.111,1,101.101wwwwwilimputipAng

CiewnenIUM selenide crystals foimCd4rOm vapor in a quartz tube. The MA-086 Figure 4A
que rIzAube was in a cartridge heated to 877 K (60e C) at the left (hot) end

,::ari0480"k:(887* C) at the cool;(iight) end. The GeSe at the h'ot end reacted
:". piNi the'ilel4trinsport agent to form 0012 gaspapd Set gas, which later corn
. Wiled tii:fp!M;SeSe at the cool end,

It
. .

colKted, weighedLnd analyzed by x-ray diffraction, which shOwed that the
ciystals Were nearly perfect. Most of them were little plates, Mixed with a few
netdie shapes, as shown in Figure 4.5. The total, mass transported in hours
from the hCot source to,the cool enit0 the quahi tube was twice the predicted
amount in Cartridges A and :8 and more than three times-in Cartridge C.

*39



Figure 4.5 Germanium selenicre crystals formed in, one-g and zero-g. Enfirged photo- ; .
graphs of the small.crystals fanned in the MA-085 Experiment shol that the 1, t k. 7.
crystals formed in one-g (left) were larger and more irregular than the crystals .. + .

grown in zero-g (right).

r` Growth of Orystals FrOm Solution =..v.., ;

The MA-028 Crystal Growth Experiment did -not use the MA-010 electric :'.ti: .4,-..1

furnace. Instead, three kinds of crystals:were grown in a water solUtion at-they; ''.'t 1.
Apollo cabin temperature (288 to 297 K, or 15° to 24°C). The, idea; a new o0 1
in zero-g crystal formation, was to*release two chemicals into Opposit
of a compartment filled with water. These solublecheinicals diffuiel
each other in the water. When they meet, they react to produce an ins*

,.. substance that forms a crystal in the water. On Earthrin One-g, each new Ott
crystal falls to the bottom ofthe, container. *Scientist's have tried to prevent*

4,,..,;,
by putting a gel, in the water to .keep the small crystals from falling in,

though the gel slows them. However, the gel also tends to isolate new crystalSV
clumping together. The soluble cheMicalS can diffuse througti the gel, 41-.!..V.

So that none of them grows very large: In zero,,-g, the crystals don't fall;..,
therefore, no gel. is needed and the crystals' can :grow to Fait& sizes. )

....,

---.-L.
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'A diagram of the three-compartment Container for crystal growth in zero -g_
is qio0/0.in Figure 4.6. Coinpartrnent A was filled with pule watefand was
separate:d.from,Conipartments B and C by valves. (In Figure 4.6, the,valve to
Comp went B'at the left is open the other valve is closed .) Compartments B
and tweit for the chemicals. On Apollo-Soyuz, when all was qtiiet in zero-g

r.: Fill port caps (3)

tr

Valves:
Closed"
Open

iii
Compartment B

Clamp ring Compartment A

Valve handle' ' Compartment C

Diagram of the MA-028 readtor for forming crystals in solutions. Before Figure 4.6
launch, three compartments were fillexi through the ports" on top. Crystals

" fanned in Comportment A. -

(when: there was no. thruster acat:Iirtli:in:.or:'.4`64((ng) th'two..Val to
ComPartmentsAllnalC*re-,opened by titistinet4lligndits. :Then t e
chemicals diffused slowly thrOCigh the water,Orpeet to Crf t negt A W re
crystals. fart*: "FigUre 4'..1';Ohovi,s six of iltei;e':react

N,transparent Lexan (a plastic) sii:tha(the stais,c ld be cap-onge .graphed as they formed. In four of the reacts, ".b8
,.. a'

1
centimeters long ittd-34ei),tint.,..,4e.tpt,.,...s:wide.. lit.::thii.....-.,..,0

..
orp-

.

"partment A was only 4.Ip'ufonetprs long, atiimpemt. ,n. ow,A.,, Each
compartment had'A.,h4,1e$iiered with a.screWitail I, 4. meht

. At.
.. could We filled before launch. The reactors were all i'.;.

,'T.., : on the ..

wall of the Apollo Command Modiiti"..4ee.
i

gaOh/'Pi, N

The following three.crdSbfCY6tals Vere.dhcse)iibiTc'!c.,;ath in zero -.g. All

. of them had been stildieci:eitensiVelyriirlahoratorieon Earth.
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+4,t,e'l,

. Calcium tartrate (CaC4H408 4H2ori forms large crystals in a gel.
2: Ca leitim carbonate (CaCO3) crystals (calcite) are usecVinpptical equip-

ment,because of their double refraction, which separates coMponents!of
polari light' a

3 ad sulfide :(PbS) crystals are needed for electronics

;j,

. . .

,Flature4i; The. Six: MA-028 reactors for Apollo-.Soyuz.' Made of transparent Lexan
(plastic), they were boned to a locker in the Apollo Command Module and
photographed every 12 houti after the valveswere Opened: The reactors were
. returned to thePrinclPal Investigator after splashdown.

reactions involved two "reactant" chemicals in each_tase, one in
CoMpartment B and the other in Compartment C:
Reaction (1)
CaCl2 NaHC4H4 06 + 4H20 CaC4I-14034H20 crystals,.+NaCI + Cl

cReaction; (2) .

CaCl2 (NH4)2CO3 CaCO3 crystals .± 2N114CI.
Reaction (3)
CH3CSNI + PbCl2 + H2O PbS crystals + CH3CONH2 + .2171C1

(Thioacetarnide).

;".

(Acetarnide)



.

Each of these reactions was conducted in two different reactors: reactions,.
(t) and (2) in both "king.' (5.08 centimeters) and '`short-(4.19 centimeters)
Compartments. A, and reaction (3) in the long Compartment A with the value
of the water pH (acidity) adjusted to 1:0 in one reactor and to 0.5 in the other
reactor by, adding hydrochloric acid (HC1). Theie two trials of eachreaction

t effect the length of Compartment A de the-
the formation of crystals.
uz flight; the valves were,opened in all
each reactor were taken every 12'hours
e se photographs shoW that nothing had

and that crystal formed slowly in each
1,16 hours,Of z ro-g flight. In reactors

splashdown;
S crystals were

4 still forming just before splashdown and PbS sediment continued to form in

The calcium tartrate crystals produced by reaction ( r) are shown in the iop
photograph in Figure 4.8. Some of the crystag are 5 millimeters long. They
are larger,than crystals produced in 01 it One-g, and more of them are plat .
shaped rather than prism shaped. The smaller calcite crystals ofreaction
are shown in the bottom photograph: Many of these crystals are about 0.5
millirrieter on an edge and of rhornbohedral shape. Tho PbS,cry' stals were all

. small (less than 9,1 millimeter).
The MA-028 Experiment was the first attempt to grow crystals froth

Chemical Solutions in zero-g. hoped that reactor design and temperature
control can be improved so that larger crystals can be grown in future
spadeflights.

were made in order to learn
, . acidity of the water would haveo

On the fifth day of the Apo 11O-So
six reactors,: and color grotographs o
with .a Nikon 35-millimeter camera.
leaked before the'experiments starte
Com4artinent A during the rernainin
(1) anti (2), the:chemical reaction had gone to ample ionyf
that is no more crystals were being formed: In reactor (3),

43
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Figure 4,8 Crystals of calciunf tartrate and calcite groWn in Experiment MA-028. SoMe of
" the calcium tartrate crystals (top) are as long as 5 millimeters. The calcite

(calcium carbonate) crystals (bottoa) are about 0.5 millimeter across.



Questions for Discussion
(Cleavage. Planes, Crystal Growth)

15: Crystals of many minerals split along ."cleayage planes 4re
flat oriiiffOniarallel surfaces:thatrun straight through the
Otesitiyeii of atomS. In the analogy of a stack 4 , wo eof bricks,(See 5 ivz.;,;

eleaVage planiS'inn? How 'does this match the .t`m.thicstructure" of a salt
(NaC1) 'crystal? s. :

16.. Water doeS not wet a greased cap but it does wet an aluinimun cup. If
you freeze. water itv both these.cups, will the ice stick or come btu easily?

17: ''Platinum wire was used for the electrical leads iwthe MA-060 cartridge
for rneliIng germanium. Why wasn't' a cheaper,,vvire itged?

:
18. FigAre 4.3 shows: that the germanium myna! !Stageu,,growing very.

slowly after4fie MA -010 fittnaee Was turned off,then scieed0 Wily? How
.would you expect the groWfb rate to change When th :fait CooldoWti: Was"
started later on?

19. When moist Winds bilOracroSitfreezing mountain peaks; long cryStali,
of ice form on cold rocksjacingthe wind. How does this form. ationof crystals
from vapor differ from Experiment. MA-085?

20:..the MA -085; sealed quartz tubes GIOntained the source material, the
transport gas; and the small crystals forined at the cool end..The tubes went
thrOugh. 3-g. deceleraIrak during Apollo reentry and splashdown, aSkell as .
experiencing consideriplevibration.-How might this treatment affect the later
measurements of the mass qf*stals formed?

21. How might you get the crystals font-led from chemical va0or. in the
MA-085 Experiment to grow in one place so that they would form larger
crystals?

22. What could be changed in( he MA-028 reactor to grow PbS crystals at a
faster rate?

23, Crystals formed from die ical solutions in a gel generally show
structural defects. What could cause this?

24. . A few sine!! bubbles (probably air) were inadvertently left in one of the
MA-028 reactors. They had little effec(,?n,ipe crystals,,formation of cstals, bUt their
motiOns:were followed on the photogratig4ken every .12 hours. What could
be learned froin 'these motions? 4\'!:''

d
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cussic0170pics (Answers to Qii,e4 tons)
1:1Sec. k4 If ;gtitOrig" metal fibets were added to foam in 'ione4;:.the

weight of the fibers would probably collapse the foam In zero -g, thetOaviiits
to bear no gravity forges, but there is a problewin dispersing Tlit.fi*o;::.:
throughout the foam. Another possibility is to make foams of molten metals
and gas in zerO-g,. The solidified metal foam could be a strong 'structitraf
material' of low density: ""

2. (See:..20YIn zero-g, the wetting the-pnp will go:rover the top edge
and down !the dinside of the cup until it en;Vei.S-itie entire surface. .

. ,

3. (Sec. 2D) The adhesive:force between'. the oil and' the wick:fibers is
stronger than the adhesive fcsirce:lielWeen the water :and the..wick fibers.:..

.
''...4.."(Sec: 3G) One watt is 1 jOsitieisec. There are.10" 860 seconds in 3 hours.

Thus, .265 wattS for 3 .hours is 205 X .10 800 =- 2.21 X 106 joules. During
. ..

cooling Of .the M furnaee,.thks: escaped into they DM,and its
, ...

atmospheric, .

-
5. -(s'e:.1?36)i-k4t.e413:4city:is l'aiighlry...rApational itia0 tliejnore

,

massive.cartridges.w,ould.reciiiir4:ahant tWideihe'lleat energy:lin joule 5. The
.

power (heat'inpU! per second) is limited .0?..105*a4iii the MA4110;fUrria0,.:i
so the heatur 0:1*.wciuld be abOUt reasoning
to the coolda".Wn.pe4od;titfringWhich,.the.heaelOss per Secondli*.propottional
to the temocratUre,',differene...lietWeen: the fu ac,c ,inn its surroundings.
Hence, the cooliloVin dine i duld also be,abou t

- ' ,
6. (Sec. 3G) The temPeiatUte 'vat:Rehr prornoted.sOlidification frornlhe;

coal end toward the;hot end during cooldoWn. this'ilirectional effect was .."
. .

in the following experiments : ..;

MA-0050,- Interface Markings in CrYtals,,:iiii,ihe growing-of a Ge crystal
from the liquid.

MA-085, Crystal GroWth From the Vapor.Phase, for the transport of Ge
Compounds frorn the hOt end to the cool tube

MA 070 Zero-k Processing of Magnets, f e directiOnal solidification ,
of MnBi-Bi eutectic with MnBi fiber's

MA-131, Halide Eutectic 'Growth, for the directional of
NaCI-LiF enteetii:;With LiEfibers

Three furnace expeiithents reqUiredtwO or three differe temperatures that.
were uniform throughout each of .twO. or three ampo es, These dikerent



:,temperatureicarne from the temperature gradientand were inade.uniforrn by
,,heat.e onchiCtots i(irrOunding the aqipoules.

MA-044, MOnOtectie andSyntectie Alloys, used two different tune
tures forMiming A1 S1):' and Pb..:Zh alloys..

MA2,1.50;.Multiple-Material Melting, used three different temperaturesfor
Melting aluminum with tungsten, germanigm with silidon, an afuminum
alone.

..:: Surface-Tension-Induced Convection, used two different tem-
: peratiireS!for measuring the ,diffiisioriOf :gold into molten lead,

-One experiment thgdid not use the furnace-required uniform terriperatUre:

MA -1)28, Crystal Grevieth; used cheMiC41s to grow crystals in solutiOnfand
required A ccinstantleMPeMure.

-(Sec:, 3G) By..using heat, Insulators surrounding the arnpoule in th .

; dartridie 'the teMperatute ihidietife anlbe made higher.613y using heat conduct ,

tors...the.',gradielit.c an be made .Joiyer. .

8. (Se0'. ,3G) The MA-010:fUrria0e insidation Yi,as iiiiproved,so that only
10 watts were lest at maximum temperature.. Hence, the power reqUire&fOr_
soak (to maintain the high teMperature) wai.10AVatis..

4 \
(Sec. 3G) The vacuum' around' the three cartridges in the 'MA -01.0

aCit-eaiing prevented heat loss by conduction and convection. Lois by
diatipn was prevented by silvering the sides,Of the yaciuttri:ehanaber: The

rernaming.(10 vattS).heat loss Viis through the insulated support Oldie heater,
and'eittridges at the top af the case in Figare3.1'.

10,.(Sec . .3G).'ipiffusionof One fluid into ,angther is caused by thermal
Motions:(c9trieCtion) of the:finid particles (atoms,or niOlecules in a jiquid or

n (Sce5..30) A "50 /50 mix of 'atoms" ineanS equal niimberi of atoms per
ubic centitheter, In the alUrninum-antimony (IWSb)miX, the atom ia,',weights

are 27 amp for Al and .122 amu' for,. Sb.. So the :ratio offl.nieSses frU.iSt be 27 to

1,22. rzi 217/149 18.1 percent Al and' 122/149 81'.9:'peVent

12. (Sec. 3G)139.4direbtidnal coolinifrorn the cool end idthe hot end, ttivo.,

nonisotropic substances fMnBi-Bi eutectic and .NaCI-LiF eutectic). were



13. iSec. 3Gi **he Au atonis couldsbe ` :frozen" in several ampoules at
6, 9,,12 . . hours after their mOtion.into the molten Pfi'started:.Eackof these

'= 'ingots should be`exactly thejame except 'for the Ate of Au-atom 'motion:
EaCh would be exposed to the same neutron flux, cut and polished, then'
placed on specia4Fhotographic plates hit. just.15 minutes. The developed
'plates Would: shik the pitegitss of Au atoms &rough molten Pb at 3-hour.
intervals.

purpose14: (Sec. 39) The purpose of the MnBi-Bi eutectic in MA-070 Was to
restrain magnetic domains in the MnBi -fibers froM turning away froin the
'fiber direetiOn."The length of the' omain in the fiber directiedis a few times its
width. Hence the MnBi fibers do not need to be lopg,'but they must 'be
parallel.

.

15. (Sec. 4D) If bricki:nre stacked oneon top Of:another; there are three
cleaVage planes: up-down lengthwise, upclown sidewise; and horizontal:
They are perpendidular to each other and can "cut but" a cube of bricki.
Cleavage planes of the NaCI crystal are similar, and. this type of crystal is
called cubic:

16. (Sec. 4D) Because water wets, he aluminum Cup, the. frozen Water
(ice) will Stick. *ter does not wet the greaSed cup, so'the ice will come out
easily.

17 :,:(See. '4D) Platinum is very nearly inert, chemically: If copper %iron
or aluMinum wires had been used as electrical leads:. they might have'tton-
taminafedthegrowing germanium crystal.

18? (Sec.. 4D) Just aftethe furnace.was turned off, the cooling
rate was slow. .As the heat conduction (10 watts) reduced, the heat inside the
furnace case, the temperature of the cool end of theentiridge dropped faster,
and more Ge atoms froze out onto the growing crystal every second ~When the..
fast cooldown started, the .crystal growth rate increased again.

. .

'119. (Sec. 4D) Water vapor is converted to ice crystals on,cold nicks
4 :I without any chemical change. In Experiment MA- 085,'there was a chemical'

react* between two different gases to form cr9stals of germanium selenide
(GeSe) or germaniuto, sulfide, (GeS).

.

20. (Sec. 4D) The 3-g deceleration and hiertial forces during vibration?
might tear off parts, of the source material (GeSe), *hid' would, beadded. to
the GeSe crystals formed at the cool end cif the tube. Thus, the mass of crystals
loose in the quartz tube might be.:higher than the mass of pristeli footled
during Experiment MA-085. : , ..

r.
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21. W.t(Sec.'4D) metal plats, in the cdol endethe MA-085 quart/40e' ..
: had beeeiSpled beliiOie,ternperatuf the quartz tee, Most of the crystals'
would have b6qttiiiiitioirit; and tlitie ctygtali might,have kien lager that'

w.

the'crystalS fOrNied in ttk open space, . 4 (i'
ati A - ,.. p 4, I.Te .

4
22. (Spc.4D) A.shortercliffusion dititarice (sniiilletelpmpartnient A)4iind a

..-'*gher temperatp would have reduced thereacIfon time16 that'Inore PbS .i
,.. .diystals would.,ffaVe;teen footled. sgr: 6 ro

. 1. _,;
...z 23: (Spc. 4D) i'he 'gel, can introdUce coiltatiiinant§.Whenin odd atgpeoe° 41'

. -.
. InOle9le settles on a growing crystal sill-face' it'may ciug:a Sisplaceme4 Of,

,;khe nekt'llar+Ta.itcuetvraldefect. ; :: ",

0 c 4 : '' ...: ' -44'

24. (SeC..4D)In Otacily zero-gwith no themdl gradient, a bubble Will
remain in exactli' the saine, place in a'liquid. If the spic,,ecraftacarrYing,the
liquid is acceletated in any dicection, the bubbk;Will Move in that directions
Therefore, the Observed motion of the bubble shows departure 'from zero-g,

...' wl-Oh idighiiiiave:4feCied the 'MA-028 EZperiment.

.

r

I
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pendix B
S units..
,Powers of 10 --
Symbols

Intimations' System (so
Nimes, symbols, and conversion factors of SI units used in these pamphlets:

Quantity Name of unit = Symbol COnviraion facto

Distintee Meter,

7 -

.

1 km =-' 0.621 mile.
1 m = 3.28 ft.
1. cm = '0.394 rn:
.1. mm.= 0.039 in.

3°.9,,X 101.1
1 nm =' 10

0
. 104 A

kilogram; kg , 1 .tonne = 1.102 tons
1 kg ='2.20 lb
1 gm --= 0.0022 lb = 0.035 oz
1 mg = 2.20 x 10-e lb = 3.5 x 10-3oz

Time;

TeMperature

4rea

Volume

second sec 1 yr 3.156 X101 sec
1 day = 8.64 X 104 sec
1.1i= 3600 sec

kelvin :

4

213 K 0° C:"=.- .32? F-
373 K 100° C = 212° F.

squiie meter m2 1 m2 = 10 CM = 10.8 ft2

-
cubic meter

.

ms 77 106 C 6 = 35 ft3

Frequency - hertz:, Hz "1 Hi 1..eycle/set
1 kHz = 1000 cycles/sec

./ 1 MHz =. 106 cycles/sec

Density kilogram per 7 1 kg/m3 = 0001-gai/cm3.. cubic meter 1,gin/cm3 =density of water,

peed, velocity
ie

Force

n

meter per second m/sec 1 rn/sec = .3.28 ft/set
J km/sec --- 2240 mi/hr

newton

'50

108 xlynes = 0.224 Ibf

4.

sar

4



ti Name of unit Symbol ...Conversion factor

Pressure newton per square N/m; 1 N/n,I =41.45 x 10-4 lb/in2
meter

Energy, joule J 1 J = 0.239 calorie

Photoil energy electronvolt eV . IeV = 1.60 x 10-14 J; 1 J =,101 erg

Po Wer wad W 1 W = 1 Vsec

Atomic mass atomic mass.unit amu al= = 1.66 x 10-2/ kg

Custatery nits Usect Wlth'the el Units

Quantity Name. of unit Symbol: T4i,Conversion factor,

-Wavelength of angstrom
light

A= 0.1 nm= 10-1°
o.

Acceleration
of gravity

1 g F. 9.8 m/ c2

5i 51



102 =..100 10-2 = 1/100 = 0.01

10!,-= 1 000 10-3 =--` 1/1000 =

104.= 10 000, etc. 10-4 = 1/10 OOP = 0.000 1, etc'.

;Examples: Example:
i.

.2.X 106 = 2 000 000 5.67 X 10- = 0.000:056 7

2 x 103° = 2 followed by 30 zeros
vb,.. . . .



GIOssary
References to sections, Appendix A (ansWers to questions),. and figures- are
included in -the entries: Those in italic type are the most helpful.
adhesive f e an attraction between.two different substancfs at the boundary

betwee diem. (Secs. 2, 2B, 3D; App. A, no 3) ;
un forth mix of two or' more metals,..that have .been melted: together:

(Secs:: D,;4A to 3E; Figs. 3.3, 3.7, 3.8) ''
ifilumiMtm (Al) a metallic element, atomic weight 26.97, atomic nutOber 13;

ee 3, Melting point 933 K (660° C), density 2.7.giiten)3.. It forms the
co ppund AISb with antimony. (Secs. ID, 3B, 3C, 4,p.;;App. A; nos. 11,
;1 , 17; Figs. 3-3, 3:4, 3.6, 3:7)

ampoule a small container in the larger cartridge heated in the MA-010
furnace.: Each anipoule contained,a samPle to be heated,' then cooled one;
returned to Earth. (Secs:.3B to 3E'; App. A; no: 13; ; 3.4,3.7; 3.8)

antimony (Sb) anitetallie'eletnent, atomic weight 121.76, atomic number 51,
valence 3 or 5;:nietting point 903 K (630° C), deriskix 6.62 gn/cm3. It forms '
the compound AISb with aluminuM. (Secs. I b,Al, 4A; App.. A, no 11;
Figs. 3.3, 3.4,

Apollo-Soyuzajoint mission froM July 15 to July.24, 1975.
Apollo, the three -man U.S. spacecraft. consisted of the Command Module
(CM) connected to he,,iService Module (SM) and the Docking Module
(DM). For 2 days, the DM was attached to Sciyuz, the two -man Soviet
spacecraft. The two spacecraft were'in a circular orbit inclined-5l.8° to/he
Equator, with a 93-minute period, 222 kilometers above, the.Earth's sur-
face. See. Pamphlet I.,

Au chemical symbol for gold. See gold.
bismuth (Bi) a MetalliC element, atomic weight 209, atomic number 83,

valence 3 or 5, melting point.544 K (27 C), density 9.8 gni/cm3: (Sees.
,I D, 3E; App. A, no 12;'41.4; Figs. 3.8, 3.9)

. calcite a' omnion mineral that occurs in many crystal shapes, among them '
heZagonal plates prisms, and rhombohedrons. (Sec. 4C; Fig. 4.8)'.

curtridie. a. cylinder 20.5 6etlitimeters long and 2.1 centimeters in diameter;
containing one; or more ampoules filled with material to be heated in the
MA..0 I p furnace: Three eartridges.fit into the furnace together. (Secs..3A
to.3F, 4A, 4B, ; App. k; nos: 5, 7, 9, 18; Figs.3.1, 3.3 , 3.4, 3.7, 18,

, 4:)
coercive th 'magnetic:-field strength needed to deMagnetiZe a- perma-

,nent;magnet. (S c. 3E)
cOhesiVe force the force at the boundary of a liquid that pulls the Liquid,

together and causes, surface tension. (Sees. 2, 2B, 3D)
Co-InVeitigator a..Sdeptist working with tfie Principal Investigator on a

NASA experiment: (Sec.,. I)



convection material motions in a fluid: or gas. In one -g, it isthe up-and 4lown
drafts in a fluid heated froM below. (Secs. ID, 3D, 4; App. A, no's. 9,10)

crystal a solid composed of atoms or ions Or moleculeZkranged in a' egular
repetitive pattern. The shape of a crystal is related to this pattern, Many
crystals can be split parallel to definite planes determined by this pattern
(Cleavage planes). (Sees. IC, 1D, 3A; 3C, 3E, 4, 4A to 4D; App. A, nos.
15, 17 to 23; Figs. 3.7, 4.1 to 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.8)

deniarcation a method of marking layers of atoms in a crystal by using pulse's
of electric current during the growth of, the crystal. (Sec.-4A; Fig. 4.2)

demonstrations experiments on'Apollo-Soyuz designed-to show the, effectts
of zero-g. (Secs. I A, 2, 2A. to 2C)

diffusion the movement of atoms or Molecules. of one fluid into another fluid.
Diffusion is much slower in Solids. (Secs. 3B, 3D; 4B, 4C; App: A, nos.
10, 22)

Docking Module (DM) a special component added to the. ApollosPdeecraft
that, it could be joined with goyuz. See Pamphlet I:

do aina small volumes of a magnetic material that actlik,e niagrotic upits
/and tend to align with a magnetic field from outside.1Sec. no.

doped crystal a crystal with,a small amount of contatnitiatiOn Sticha 6ryita
haSfinportant electrical properties differe4frOiii, thos;eM the pure ctystaL.

i-Oit4rninating Mate0'al'iliettapatcon'When Ate irystal ig forming
(sepeoq;

euteefik a irAiif tWo:;itiaterfali.that-haSAIOwermeltihg tenipetature, than
eithei material alone. When the molten mix solidifiei, one'rrraterial freciei:
in a regulat pattern throughout the other. (Secs. ID, 3A,t3F; App: A, nos"...
12, 14; Figs. 3.8 to 3.10,.3 .12 , 3.13)

fibers. Tong threads of 'one substance running through .a.:rnatrile
substance): Fibers can be formed by directiohal coaling a.mOlten414-:,
(Secs. 2D, 3E to 3G; App. A; noS,1,14:'figs..3.f3 to ;AO; 3,:1/14):.;

.

foam many Sinai! bubbles of as in a ligt4 that haSlialrfai;e tenSiOri (idw, .;
' cohesive force). (Secs. 2, 2A, 2D; Arir A,
galliuM (Ga):a rare metallic element,' atomic A;eiglit 69;72,1.attii,nic nu

3.1; valence 2 or 3, melting point 303.1C, (9.8° C), ensity 5.9 gnrfcni .

gel a jellylike substance that Offers little resistariee to liquid, diffusion brit ,:.

prevents fluid currents and small solid particles '(crystals) from
(Secs. 40, 4D; App. A, no. 23).f.

germanium (Ge) a metallic eletntrtt, atoinid,weight.12:60,..itOfilic,:niltli*Oi:
32, valence 4, melting point 1231 IC(958° C)Ale-risityi4
semiconductor and forms crystals that are 'used in electronics .(5rres 1C; ,

ip, 3C, 4 to 4B, 4D;App. nes.:i'i tO .20; Figs. 3i1,;4:1; 44;



gold (Au) a metallic element, atomic weight 197.2, atomic' number 79,
valenee1 or 3, melting point 1336 K (1063° C); density 193 gm/cm3.
(Sees. ID, 3D; App. A, no.13) :.-

graphite a form of pure carbon used as a heat conductor in the MA-010
fUrnaee. :Its Melting point is above 3773 K (3500°'C); its density 2.3
grnicm3; and its heat eonductiVity about one-fourth that of copper. (Secs.
3A, 3D to 3F, 4A.,,Figs.:33; 3.8, 3.10, 4.1) ,,,

gravity the downward force on a mass near the Earth, one-g on the Earth's
`surface.-(Secs. IC, ID, 2, 3B, 3D; App. A, ho.))

helium (He) a normally inert gaseous element, atomic weight 4.002, atomic
number 2, valence 0, boilinipoini 4.25 K (7268.9° C). HeliuM has high:
thermal conductivity and was used to cool theMA-010 furnace. (Secs. 3A,

3E, 4A, 4B; Figs. 3.1, 3.4)
frared invisible electromagnetic radiation of wavelength'; from 0.7.0 1000
micrometers; :longer than visible wavelengths. (Sec. 3k) ..,

ingot :a block of metal solidified frritria melt in the MA-010 furnace. (Secs.
30;!:3D;. App. A, no. 13; Figs. 3.5;3,6)

111 !. isotitipic the same in all directions. enifirm alloys are isotropic. Eutectics
arc non ltotropic because parallel fibers all extend in one direction. (Sec.
,

!,3' 0;.App. A, no. 12) ,
lead (11:14)...4. metallic element, atomic weight 207.22, atomic tittiptier 82,

yalene014.4.:,;:inelting point 600 K (327"C), dOnsity:1:1,:3$;;;04iv, iset...:
' 1D, 30.';!.:30;.4e.:;:.A0p, A, nos. 13, 22; Figs,I-14 ti.i'14.1 '':"1.; '

,..

4.,.. Whitt iiilliiiiiide(LiF) a salt compound transparerit.telibrh far-iiitrav iolet and
intiAred*ts,'..(Secs.. 1 p, 3F, 3G; App. A, :no. A 2; Figs. 3.10 to 3.13)

-IHOrnie.MilltipurpoSe Electric Furnace Eotperitnent on the Ap011o-Soyuz
iiiisSiaSics. ID, 3,3A, 36. to 4B, 4D; App. A, nos. 4 to 6, 8 to 10, 12,
13, ik Ti. gs. 3i 3 2 -3 7)1

MA,081thECrYstal GroWth Experiment. (Secs. IC, 4C, 413:,-App. A, nos. 6,
.22 , 24i. Oiii:,4.:.6 to 4.8 )

.. ,
...111A-04.1.10e Styaee-Tension-Induced Convection Experiment. (Secs.. ID,

, .. . .

4:4-1,' ,,I,
, l' ;,:4PP,"A, '430.: 6, 13) .,, \' : _

the;MOriCkelikatirt-§ylitiiictie. Alloys Expe
Is r16"5; 'Pkg. 34.-,3 3 titiolTo4 .7n , ..., 'i , , t, .:, : 7

iti0;11it.. Cli * irigs in Crystals Experime
Pli'..:2-44±iiiii, -'4. "j:..4. 1 to 4.5)

..:NiftiTifir o te '{ of Magnets Experiment. (Sec's. I p, 3E'; App.y,:-
'','.

4be,ebitig! it,V,tt in the Vapor Phase Experiment, (Secs. IC,
.:-.4P%46P.i. 1bs 6, 1i .to 21;.Figs. 4:4, 4.5) ,

'1.3.1'044114; Eutdc#c rO:,:ith Experiment. (Secs. ID, 3F, 3G; App.
A .Ii.154 lo3:13)

roent. (Secs. fltic; 311;

..
t. (Sees. 1 C, 4A., 4D;



.
MA;150 the Multiple:Material Melting Joint Experiment.- 1D, 3C;

App. A, no 6; Fig. 3.7) ,

magnet a substance witIithe pcoperty of attracting certain other substances.
Some metals (iron, Qobilt, ana nickel, for instance) can be magn6tiied to
attract other` magnetic metals. (Secs. I D,3E; Figs, 3.8,' 3.9) Such a magnet
has amaretic field,a region Akound it where ,there, are forces on other.,
magnets. (Secs. 1, 3E) An ele0c current alsd,ereates a magnetic

Manganese (Mn) a magnetic element, atomic weight 54.93;atomic,numb0,,.
.,75; valence 2, 3, 4, 6, or 7; melting point 1493 1. Q220° C); density
_giii/cm3. (Secs. ID, 3E; App. A, nos. 12, 14!trgair348, 3.9)

metallurgy the study of metals and alloys. (Secs. I ,'ID, 3D)
MIT Massachusetts Institute of TechtologY; a university in Cambridge,

Massachusetts.
MSFC the NSA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntivlile,

Alabama.
NaCI Sde sodium chloride.
neutron a nuclear particle with:emass slightly largerTian that of a proton
,,,;(hydrogen ion) but no charge.. Sfoiv neutrons easily enter the nucleus of an

-atoM, usually, producing a radioactive isotopp;Oec. 3D)
Oersted a unit of magnetic field strength: 1 oersfid.= 79..58 amperes/Meter..

'Ct.' The strength of the Earth'S magnetic field at the surface is about 015
oersted.

. ohm a unit of electrical resistance. If a wire haS a I-ohm resistance and a
1-vOlt potential difference between.its ends, I ampere, of current will flow
through the Wire:!:%. ...

one-g the downward accieleriti8ifOgravity'atthe Earth'ksurface, 9..8 m/sec2.
. i

in an orbiting Spacecraf0eVerything issweightleg:--. atletb2g. (Secs. I B to,

ID, 2 to, 2B, 3B to 3F, 4-tO 4C; App. A,. no, 1 Figs; 3:5, 3.6, 3. I2,
3,13. 4.5)

#11 chemical symboCkai; tead, See'tead.'
pscilariztOvaves that vilirateina definite pattern.crdinarY light 'and infrared

Waves are unpolarized;. thei oscillate in all dnictions,aronnd the line of
:.sight. "Plane- polarized 'waves oscillate in one dire'ction:(in one plarie);-
' like a clothesline jiggled up and down only. (Secs. `3F, '4c)

Principal Investigator the' indikidual responsibl for a Space experitherit and
,..for reporting the rest Its: (Sec:. I)

,

quartz (SiO2) commonly crystalline; fused' in fact nes to 'form a transparent
oslisslike substance (silica) with a Meltingtint o bout 19-73-K (1700°C).

(#cs. 4A, 4B, 4D; App. A, nos. 20, 21; F 4.1, 4.4)
dioaCtive elements and isotopes whOse atoms' have unstable that
.i.elvt-Particles and emit radiation at a regular but decreasing rate. After one

-half-life," 'half .of :the unstable nuclei have completed ejection and be-
cOmc stabfe. (Secs. 3D, 3G; Ai*. A, no. 13)



, reaction a chemial c ange that .occurs when twb or more reactantS. are
thixed, usually in sol tithi..,(sec. IC; 2, 2A, 4B, 4C; App. A, nOs. 19, 22;
Figs:: 2.1, 4.4) (Not to confused with physical force,--and

. reaction rrgicers.-jet escribed in PaMphlet
reactor a transparent c fitainer for, chemical reactants. Thc.reactors on

Apolf6).Soyuiovere photographed as thereactantsfroduced csystals in the :.-
.MA4728 Experithent.,(Seel 4.C; Figs, 4:6, 4.1)

RPI ReasselaerPolyteclutic Instittite, a university in Troy, 'New. York.
salt a compound suchlis NaCI, common table Salt, formedfrOm an acid and a

base. (Secs. ID; 3, 4; Fig. 3.11)
Sb Chemical symbol for antimony! See anritnony.; 4
selenium (Se).a nonmetallic e menu, atomic.weight 79,2; atomic number 34;
" -4alence 2, 4;',,Or 6; melting point493 K (220 °.C); density 4.8 gm/cM1. (Apo..

A, no 20; 4.4, 4.5) . . .

silicon (Si) a tibintret4Ilic element, atomic weight 28,06, 'atomic 0umber 14;
valence 4, melting point 1693 K (1 20 C), density 2.4 ginicm3. (Secs. i
IE', 3B, 3C) .

Skyfab a very large space workshop that N4gA"p4i4idorbit on May 14,
1913.- It was visited by thrCe'a4tronant 'ereWSX,110.Orkid on scientific

:experiments in space for a
.
ttitalteSE 0;,Aays, the'lk:trew for 84 days

(Secs: 3; IF 4 to 4B)
k in the. MA-0 ki fiinace, niaterials:Cbiiidbe left to ;`soak ". at the higtiest .

mperatureefor as loft as 6 hOuts. (Se'Cs1:1:11 3B to 3D, 4A; App ..*A, no. 8;

Figs. 3.1; 3.2, 3.4,=3.7)
sodival chloride (NaCI) common.. salt. (Secs:. :I 4D; App.A, nos. 12,

15; Figs 3.10, 3.13) 7 ; )

stainless *t.'el a corrosion-resistant alloy of, iron, chromiumi:;'and a trace of
carbon ; It asa melting point:of about. 1773 K (1590° C) and was used as the

:cartridge ca ings for the MA-010 furnace. (Secs. 2C, 313, 3F, 4B; Figs.

surface tension the tendency of aliqUid that has a large cohesive force to keep.
its surface 'as small as possible, forming.. spherical drops. (Secs. ID,:

temperature gradient the changeof temperature :per centimeter alongia
cartridge pa sample; inside it (Secs.. 3E; 3F; App. A, nos. 6, 7, 24 Figs.
3.3 3:8, 3.10 4.1)

tungsten (W) a metallic element, atomic weight 184..0, atomic number 74, t,
valence 6, melting point 3643 K(3370° C), density. 1,5..7 gm/Cm3.
ID, 3C; Fig. 1.7) .

vacuum the absence of gas. It is a.relative term; in the -hard" vacuum of
space outside ApollO=Soyuz, there were still about 108 gas;-aloms7cm3,
(Sec's. IC, 3 App.. A, no: 9)-7' .



Velcro a plastic cloth of two types that stick It) each other: One type has many
,fine, hooked spines protruding from the surface; the other type hag many
narrow Niles or crev ices in the surface. When the spines are pressed jilt() the
holeS, they stick there. (Sec. IA)

wick 'a group_pr braid of thin fiberS that "sucks up" a liquid if the adhesilie
force between the fiber and the liquidis greater than the liquid's cOhe'SiVe
Arm. (Secs. 2, 2C, 2D; App. A, no 3; Fig. 2.3)

zero -g the condition of free fall or: weightlessness: When there.are nolOrcet
on objects in a spaceeOft, they are'" in zerog." (Secs. I , IA, 1B to 113',' 2
to 3, 3B to 3F; App,'IC nos. I, 2, 14; Figs12:1 to 2.3; 3.5; 3.12.3.13, '
42, 43, 4.5)

zinc (Zn) a metallic eletreht, atom ic'we ight 65.31ii, atomic number 30 valence
2, melting point 602:1( (419°C), densq 7,1 girdcm3: (Ste.'`AB; Figs. 3.3 to

, :; ,

;ti
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urther Reading
Cframics,. Plastics, and Metals Richard H. !crock 0Mertillt:;E ner,
' .D.':C: Heath (BeSton), 196 an itithiductiong to the .science of so ds;

containseicellent diagrauis..
Crystals and Crystal Growing :OS, 'Alan Heiden and Phyllis Singer,', Qarde

NI: ;',..100=tin .4ctuir,paperba4c.; part of the ScienCe Study Series
de)velop4d.akpair of thetPSSC physics curriculum; an excellent reference

,
op tbetheety and practice of crystallography..

ofSpace: A Dictionary of Astronautics by Reginald Tuittill,
John Day Co., Inc: (New York); 1971a well-written glossary, of \11,00),
terms, with a section on -the next 20 years in space.- '

Metalk, Atoms,'and Alloys (Vistas of Science NO. 9) by Charles Law McCabe .

arid Char les L. Bauer, McGraw-Hill BooleCo., Inc. (New York), 1964,--.
produced by the National Science Teachers Association: r

Physics for Society by W. B. Phillips; Addipn Wesley Publishing Co:, Inc'. ff

(Nlerile--rait,'galife), 1971covers rdcent advances technology and :
space. science. .

Rendezvous in Space: Apollo-Sayuz by'F. Dennis William Available with-
out charge from NASA Edutational ,Programs Division/ , Washington,
D.C. 20546), 1975a populaar accou of the Apollo7Soyuz Test Project,
including the U.S.-U.S.S.R. agreements:
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